Africa – books


Africa – articles


Asia – books


Asia – articles


Latin America – books


Latin America – articles


**Middle East – books**


**Arms – books**


**Arms – articles**


**Biography – books**


**Children – books**


**Children – articles**


**Conflicts, security and armed forces – books**


**Conflicts, security and armed forces – articles**


**Economics – books**


**History – books**


**Humanitarian aid – books**


**Humanitarian aid – articles**


Human rights – books


ICRC – books


International criminal law – books


International criminal law – articles


**International humanitarian law – books**


**International humanitarian law – articles**


**NGOs, international organizations – books**


**Psychology – books**


**Psychology – articles**


**Refugees, displaced persons – books**


**Refugees, displaced persons – articles**


**Religion – books**


**Terrorism – books**


**Torture – books**


**Women – books**


Recent acquisition highlights. Updated periodically, these listings give brief descriptions of some of the more significant items recently added to the National Library's collections. Included are new items for the printed, pictures, manuscript, oral history, map, Asian and online collections. See our June 2019 acquisition report and some recent highlights below. In late 2019, Bettina Kaiser produced posters featuring koalas in response to personal fears around climate change and the suffering of the Australian landscape and wildlife. The Library has a wonderful collection of wall maps fo The Library Acquisition Patterns (LAP) project was undertaken with the support of The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation with the aim of examining trends in US academic libraries™ book purchasing. The sample of acquisition items is limited to print and electronic books acquired on a one-time, title-by-title basis within a specified price range to mitigate the inclusion of miscategorized items. Most recent year for data, ongoing resource expenditures have skyrocketed amid an increase in average library materials expenditures, even as expenditures for one-time resources like academic books have been in decline since 2012. [5]. Library Acquisitions Practice & Theory | Library & Information Science Research, a cross-disciplinary and refereed journal, focuses on the research process in library and information science as well as research findings and, where applicable, their practical applications and significance. All papers are subject to a double-blind reviewing process. CRL is an international consortium of university, college, and research libraries dedicated to acquiring and preserving unique traditional and digital documents for humanities, science, and social science research. Membership in CRL offers libraries access to the unique collections through electronic document delivery and interlibrary loan. The question that is still being asked by many librarians and others is: What is the future of the library? Without a crystal ball, we just do not have the answer to that yet, and, since the question is rhetorical in nature, the answer will continue to elude us. Recent Acquisitions in the Special Collections Research Center. by Alice Schreyer, Director, Special Collections Research Center. This article describes a few recent rare books and manuscripts acquisitions. They illustrate approaches to building the collections and the importance of faculty members, alumni and other donors in these. continued on page 4. Wendy Doniger, Mircea Eliade Distinguished Service Professor, who presented 58 rare titles from the collection formed by her late mother, Rita Roth Doniger. In the sciences, collecting many editions of one text is an excellent way to track the acceptance of a concept.